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BRAND IDENTITY

Please review and share this guide with anyone responsible for producing 
materials for or in association with Central United Methodist Church 
Preschool.

Using the brand guide, we will create a consistent voice while eliminating 
confusion. Your understanding and usage of the brand elements presented in 
this brand guide are essential to the success of our efforts.

Thank you for your cooperation with our brand identity.
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TAGLINE

The tagline for Central United Methodist Church Preschool is “Play. Grow. 
Learn.” This tagline embodies what the children who attend will experience.
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The tagline should be printed all on one line. To see usage with the logo, see the Logos 
section of this brand guide.

COLOR OPTIONS
The tagline may be used only in the color options below (in addition to the 
3-color option above).
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ICON

Central United Methodist Church of Florence, South Carolina is located 
in the heart of downtown Florence and is easily recognizable by our dome. 
The dome sits above our historical sanctuary and is seen for miles by those 
traveling to downtown. With the dome being the main icon for the branding 
of the church, Central UMC Preschool keeps the dome as a main part of their 
branding as well. The bright colors add a “child-like” feature, while the leaves 
represent the “growing” kids who attend the Preschool.
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Correct 4-color usage.

Acceptable variations of one-color version are below:

Acceptable two-color version:



LOGOS

These are the only two variations of the logo that may be used. Brand kit 
available by request through the Preschool office.
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The stacked logo is the preferred 
choice when white space is 
abundant and it can dominate the 
design. The logo is center-justified 
and brings balance to a design. The 
tagline should be included with this 
logo at all times (unless otherwise 
approved by Preschool Director).

HORIZONTAL LOGO
The horizontal logo is the most 
legible at reduced sizes. It is a great 
choice for basic branding where the 
focus needs to be on other design 
elements. This version does not 
include the tagline.



LOGOS

Customized Goudy Old Style Bold Font
All Caps “Central UMC”
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CONTROL AREA
Do not crowd the logo or place other 
elements inside the control.

The control area measurement is 
equal to two times the height/width 
of the lowercase “e” in Preschool. 
This applies to all variations of the 
logo.

Customized Raleway Font
Capitalized first letter “Preschool”

Do not deviate size and placement 
of dome icon with text
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COLOR OPTIONS
Below are the only acceptable color options for both variations of the logo.

MINIMUM SIZE
Follow these guidelines to ensure 
legibility when reproducing at 
minimum size.

1.5” wide

1.5” wide
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MISUSE
The logo should only be used according to guidelines established in this 
guide. Do not:

Use unapproved layouts

Stretch or condense
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MISUSE
The logo should only be used according to guidelines established in this guide. Do not:

Use unapproved colors

Use unapproved fonts

CENTRAL UMC

Preschool
CENTRAL UMC

Preschool

Add elements within control area Add, separate, or use incomplete mark

2018
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LIGHT BLUE
Pantone 3005C
CMYK 100, 45, 0, 60
RGB 0, 56, 101
HEX #0077c8

Text usage: 
Secondary headers
URL links and buttons
Don’t use on large 
amounts of copy

*White should be used as a dominate color in Central UMC branding. White space is important for 
balance and allows for breathing room for the eye. It should be considered in all designs.

DARK BLUE
Pantone 2955C
CMYK 100, 41, 0, 22
RGB 0, 119, 200
HEX #003865

Text usage: 
Main headers
Don’t use on large 
amounts of copy or URL 
links and buttons

DARK GRAY
Pantone 532C
CMYK 33, 26, 0, 84
RGB 28, 31, 42
HEX #1c1f2a

Text usage: 
Text and body copy
Avoid using pure black

NEUTRAL GRAY
Pantone Cool Gray 3C
CMYK 8, 5, 7, 16
RGB 200, 201, 199
HEX #C8C9C7

SECONDARY 
COLORS
Pantone Purple C
CMYK 35, 88, 0, 0
RGB 192, 40, 185
HEX #C028B9

Pantone 368C
CMYK 59, 2, 100, 0
RGB 118, 188, 33
HEX #76BC21

Pantone 116C
CMYK 0, 18, 100, 0
RGB 255, 205, 0
HEX #FFCD00

*



FONTS

Raleway
Sans serif for display and large headers as well as web and mobile
Raleway is used across our branding for large headers and displays, as well as mobile 
and web usage. It’s many contrasts and styles provide flexibilty. It should never be used 
for large bodies of text.
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Primary serif body font (display as needed)
Goudy is a highly readable typeface and can be used for small or large amounts of copy. The contrast 
and different styles of Goudy work as body copy or display (as needed).

Adobe Garamond Pro
Web and mobile serif font
Used on website and mobile site for both headers and bodies of copy. (built-in font on website builder 
Squarespace)

Download and purchase font licenses:
myfonts.com/fonts/bitstream/goudy-old-style/
fonts.google.com/specimen/Raleway
kevinandamanda.com/fonts/fontsforpeas/pea-squeaker/

Pea Squeaker
Tagline font
Used for the “Play. Grow. Learn.” tagline. It can also be used for short (just a few words) text that needs to 
stand out. 
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Images used in promotional materials, websites, or other outlets 
should be high quality images that capture the essance of Central 
UMC Preschool’s brand.

PEOPLE
Images of real people should be used instead of stock photos. 
The images should have the person (or people) in focus. (Ensure 
permission is received for those in photograph.)

NATURE AND OBJECTS
Photos of nature or objects can be used when needed in blog posts, 
backgrounds, or other promotional materials. The images should be 
clean, high quality shots. Stock images are acceptable if needed.

JOURNALISTIC
When writing articles, posting blog or social media posts, creating 
videos, or using other forms of storytelling, images should be used to 
create a narrative and share a moment with viewers.

Download free commercial-use, high-quality images:
pixabay.com
unsplash.com
When the artist name is provided, it is preffered that credit is 
given to the artist for the use of their work.



COLOR OVERLAYS
While we prefer images with bright, bold colors, sometimes a 
color overlay can add a calming or warming tone to an image. Use 
sparingly.
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BLACK AND WHITE
Images may be used in black and white on promotional materials. 
Black and white images are clean and classic, and allow the brand 
colors to be the stars of the design. 

Original Image Warm Overlay - Orange to Red Cool Overlay - Dark to Light Blue



The name can only be used in the variations as listed and described 
below. This applies to all print and digital uses.
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CENTRAL UNITED METHODIST CHURCH 
PRESCHOOL
This is the legal name of the church. It should be written in full at least once 
(preferably the first mention) in any article or press release about or including 
the church.

CENTRAL UMC PRESCHOOL
This is acceptale in articles, press releases, blog posts, etc. where space may 
be limited and the audience is local and location is obvious. This is also 
acceptable if the full legal name has already been used in the same piece.



If you have any questions or would like to request a brand package 
for Central UMC Preschool, please contact:

Leigh Ann Shelley
Communications Director
Central United Methodist Church
843-662-3218 ext. 122
lshelley@centralmethodist.net
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